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Abstract

Low-Power and Lossy networks are an integral part of the IoT ecosystem. These networks
are defined by their shared features such as having limited resources and high occurrence of
packet loss. A routing protocol for such networks called Routing Protocol for Low-Power
and Lossy Networks (RPL) was proposed in 2012. Even though RPL is now standardized
and well-accepted by the community, it still has areas to be improved such as load balancing,
stability, and support for mobility. This study focuses particularly on approaches proposed
for the load balancing problem in RPL. In the literature, many researchers aimed to tackle
this problem by creating different routing metrics that handle different objectives. This
review makes a thorough assessment of these works, their strengths and shortcomings, and
provides future directions on the issue.

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT), Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLN), Routing
Protocol for LLNs (RPL), Routing, Load Balancing

1. Introduction1

Internet of Things (IoT), the system of interconnected and integrated devices with com-2

puting power, has become a popular and fast-growing concept in recent years. However,3

it is no longer just conceptual, IoT has started to be used in various areas ranging from4

smart homes and autonomous driving systems, to connected cities and smart grids. The5

number of IoT devices is expected to be around 75.44 billion by 2025, representing a five-fold6

increase over a 10-year period [1]. While nearly half of the connections between IoT devices7

are from home applications, connected work and connected city applications have shown an8

increasing trend in recent years [2].9

As a large number of IoT devices have limited resources, studies proposed for such net-10

works should take into consideration various constraints such as computing power, storage11

space, and energy. These types of network are referred to in the literature as Low-Power12

and Lossy Networks (LLNs) [3]. As LLNs constitute a large amount of IoT systems, de-13

vising improvements to their shortcomings is of paramount importance to both industry14

and academia. In this context, research has mainly focused upon improving stability and15

reducing the energy consumption of LLNs [4]. Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy16
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Networks (RPL) is a well-accepted routing protocol for such resource-constrained devices [5]17

that aims to provide bidirectional connectivity between nodes within an LLN. Even though it18

is mainly proposed to provide multipoint-to-point (MP2P) communication, it also supports19

point-to-point (P2P) and point-to-multipoint (P2MP) network traffic.20

While the research is in agreement that RPL has the potential to improve and thrive,21

it also has several shortcomings, such as a tendency towards load imbalance, a disregard22

for stability, and a lack of focus for mobility, all of which are in need of being addressed.23

These shortcomings prevent the widespread adoption of RPL as a routing standard, which24

is urgently needed as the number of IoT devices are projected to increase exponentially in25

the next decade [6].26

In this survey, works found to improve load balancing in RPL are listed and examined.27

The works were selected through extensive Google Scholar searches, and also selected from28

the review of other surveys. As previously mentioned, only a few surveys [4][7] mention load29

balancing; however, unlike the current study, they have not rigorously focused on this issue.30

The examined works were categorized by the methods used to improve load balancing,31

which range from the use of manual composite metrics based on well-known metrics such as32

ETX and hop count, or novel routing metrics to the utilization of heuristic methods. The33

current survey differs from others as it is based on a thorough evaluation of related works34

from the perspective of load balancing. For each main category, a tabulated view of the35

works is presented with a summarized main method, a list of the routing metrics used in the36

work, the work’s advantages and shortcomings, details about the experimentation, and the37

work’s methods of evaluation so as to provide readers with an in-depth evaluation. Previous38

surveys on RPL have tended to lack, or to only partially include, this type of information.39

Furthermore, the strengths and weaknesses of these proposals are examined and future40

research directions on load balancing is suggested. The reviewed works were generally found41

to be unscalable and network/domain-specific, with a distinct lack of concern for mobility.42

Hand-created objective functions, parent selection algorithms (the algorithm that determines43

which parent node is a better candidate for routing for a given node), weights (to increase44

the importance of certain metrics for routing), and thresholds (used to limit changes in45

routes) all contribute to solving this problem.46

1.1. Organization of the Work47

This work is organized within seven sections. The current section briefly introduces the48

problem and the current survey. Section 2 summarizes the existing surveys on RPL in the49

literature, and outlines the main motivation behind the current survey. In Sections 3 and50

4, general information is given on LLNs and RPL, each with their respective requirements51

and limitations. Section 5 explains the limitations of RPL, together with the concept of52

load balancing, and also mentions the potential problems that may occur within a load-53

imbalanced network. In Section 6, studies that focused on load balancing in RPL are54

explained and evaluated in detail, each with their respective contributions and shortcomings.55

Finally, Section 7 discusses the state of load balancing for RPL-based IoT, and summarizes56

the findings of the study. The structure of this survey study is outlined in Figure 1.57
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Figure 1: Organization of the survey

2. Previous Surveys on RPL58

Among the many surveys that have been conducted on RPL, [4][8][9][10][7] stood out by59

either focusing on or just mentioning load balancing, and based on a systematic and detailed60

approach to reviewing studies on RPL. Moreover, they provide a guideline on reviewing and61

comparing the available research. Therefore, additional information about these surveys will62

be provided here since they have each taken load balancing into account.63

In [4], a thorough analysis of LLNs and RPL was conducted, and their various limitations64

and drawbacks pointed out. Their survey reviewed 25 works that enhanced RPL in several65

different ways, such as modified or combined routing metrics, or enhanced routing methods.66

The survey pointed out the following areas of RPL as being in need of improvement in the67

future: downward traffic patterns, load balancing, metric composition, multiple-instance68

optimization, evaluation in real testbeds, and lack of applications in real-world scenarios.69

In [8], 97 works that aimed to enhance RPL were reviewed. The reviewed works were70

categorized according to year of publication, the main areas of interest within RPL (up-71

ward/downward routing, load balancing, mobility, security, etc.), and their methods of eval-72

uation (real experimentation or simulation). The high number of works reviewed is seen as73

an advantage to the paper, but it naturally came with a trade-off in terms of detail, such74

as how the proposed implementations worked, which routing metrics were utilized, and how75

the evaluations were conducted.76

In [9], the usage scenarios and challenges of RPL were explained in detail and a systematic77

review of works that improve RPL presented. The reviewed works were grouped according78

to the main area of improvement, such as energy consumption, mobility, quality of service,79

congestion control, and security. Works that improved load balancing were also highlighted.80

A total of 57 works were reviewed and their main methods, advantages, and disadvantages81

summarized.82

In [10], another comprehensive review of RPL was conducted that focused on objective83

functions. The survey consisted of 59 works, each grouped according to their main methods,84

such as works using single or composite metrics, multipath routing, or fuzzy logic. The85

survey included load balancing among the improvements identified in the reviewed works.86

The works were each reviewed and their main methods, improvements, shortcomings, and87

experimentations tabulated in detail.88

In [7], a survey was conducted that primarily focused on load balancing schemes in RPL.89
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The survey started with an overview of RPL and current problems involving load balancing.90

A total of six problems were identified, including the “thundering herd” problem and the91

“hot-spot” problem. A total of 19 works were reviewed and then classified according to their92

main methods, and which of the six problems they solved.93

While the previous surveys each focused on RPL, its key components, and its short-94

comings, the issue of load balancing and related problems were not the main focus of these95

surveys, except for [7]. However, compared to [7], the current survey includes a higher96

number of reviewed works and a more systematic procedure of review. In this regard, the97

current work provides a more detailed definition of the issue of load balancing and its effects98

on RPL networks. The main objective of the current study is to analyze an often overlooked99

aspect of RPL, and to explore the promise of increased energy efficiency and performance100

in a more load-balanced network. A comparison of these prior surveys, accompanied by101

other well-known surveys [11][12][13] about RPL is presented in Table 1. For each survey,102

the table includes the publication date, the main subjects covered, and the number of works103

reviewed.104

Table 1: General information about the previous surveys

Survey
Publica-

tion
Date

Subjects

Number
of Eval-
uated
Works

[11] 2016

• RPL Features

• Routing

• Mobility

• Review of RPL Enhancements

6

[12] 2016

• RPL Features

• Problems Related to:

– Traffic Patterns

– Mobility

– Resource Heterogeneity

– Scalability

– Reliability

None

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Survey
Publica-

tion
Date

Subjects

Number
of Eval-
uated
Works

[13] 2017

• RPL Features

• P2P-RPL Features

• Energy Efficiency

• Congestion Detection

• Mobility Support

None

[8] 2017

• RPL Features

• Review of the:

– Upward & Downward Routing Enhancements

– Multicast, Multi-Sink, Multi-Instance RPL En-
hancements

– Mobility Enhancements

– Security Enhancements

97

[4] 2018

• RPL Features

• Review of the:

– Objective Function Enhancements

– Routing Maintenance Enhancements

– Downward Routes Enhancements

25

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Survey
Publica-

tion
Date

Subjects

Number
of Eval-
uated
Works

[7] 2018

• RPL Features

• Load Balancing

• Problems related to Load Balancing

• Review of the RPL Enhancements Focused on Load
Balancing

19

[9] 2019

• RPL Features

• Review of the:

– Energy Consumption Enhancements

– Mobility Enhancements

– Quality of Service Enhancements

– Congestion Control Enhancements

– Security Enhancements

57

[10] 2020

• RPL Features

• Objective Functions

• Review of the:

– Single & Composite Metrics Enhancements

– Lexical & Additive Metric Composition En-
hancements

– Multipath Enhancements

59

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Survey
Publica-

tion
Date

Subjects

Number
of Eval-
uated
Works

Our work -

• RPL Features

• Load Balancing

• Problems related to Load Balancing

• Detailed Review and Comparison of RPL Enhance-
ments Focused on Load Balancing

35

3. Low-Power and Lossy Networks105

Low-power and lossy networks (LLNs) consist of constrained nodes in terms of memory,106

power, and processing resources. Communication is also another constraint in such net-107

works. Typical communication characteristics of LLNs are low data rates, limited frame108

sizes, high packet losses, limited ranges for communication, and dynamic network topolo-109

gies [14]. LLNs are proposed to be used in different application domains such as smart110

homes and buildings, smart factories, smart cities, and in smart military solutions, all of111

which could have varying constraints and requirements in terms of energy usage, overhead,112

dependability, and performance [15][16].113

An exemplar LLN network is given in Figure 2. Resource-constrained nodes in the114

network connect to the Internet through the LLN Border Router, which does not share the115

same resource constraints [17]. While each of the nodes in such networks can communicate116

with each other, traffic flow is generally from sensor nodes towards a sink node (LLN border117

router), as in typical data collection applications.118

In order to ensure the effective and efficient usage of LLNs in IoT, several technologies and119

standards have been proposed and developed by both standardization bodies and researchers.120

To name a few, IETF 6TiSCH [18] is tasked with addressing problems in the MAC layer,121

while IEEE 802.15.4 [19] is concerned with the MAC layer and the physical layer of the122

protocol stack. 6LoWPAN [20] is a well-known standard that is tasked with providing123

adaptation between the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and the upper-layer protocols such as RPL124

or IPv6. Power-Line Communications (PLC) [21], blacktooth Low Energy (BLE) [22], and125

Wi-Fi HaLow [23] are some of the other technologies also utilized in LLNs.126

3.1. Routing in LLNs127

Different LLN characteristics should be considered whilst designing a suitable routing128

protocol for these networks. First, routing protocols for LLNs should be able to meet differ-129

ent characteristics for different application areas. Moreover, as nodes in LLNs are resource-130
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Figure 2: Representation of an LLN

constrained in general by nature, this creates numerous restrictions to the development of131

an efficient routing protocol. For instance, energy is one of the scarcest resources for nodes132

[24], which, therefore, should not be consumed by the frequent routing of control messages.133

LLNs support different types of communication patterns. The most commonly used ap-134

plication is for multipoint-to-point (MP2P) traffic, in which sensor nodes are tasked with135

gathering and reporting data to a sink node or LBR (LLN Border Router). The communica-136

tion could also be downward, from the LBR node to sensor nodes, as in Point-to-Multipoint137

(P2MP) traffic.138

Lastly, Point-to-Point (P2P) traffic provides direct communication among the sensor139

nodes. Different requirements such as centralized or distributed topology, security needs,140

and mobility create a need for different patterns of communication in LLNs. This adds a141

level of complexity in designing efficient routing protocols for LLNs [25][26].142

Three data exchange models typically exist in LLN sensor-based applications: event-143

based, time-based, and query-based [15]. In event-based models, sensor nodes report their144

findings when they detect any notable change in their area of responsibility. In time-based145

models, the sensor nodes report their findings at regular intervals or at a set time. In query-146

based models, the findings of sensor nodes are reported when a specific query is received by147

the nodes. However, these data exchange models can be merged, resulting in hybrid models148

as well. The chosen data exchange model is, therefore, closely linked to the nodes’ energy149

consumption, hence the stability of routing paths in the network can affect the frequency of150

route updates.151

As links are unreliable and lossy in LLNs, route updates can never be guaranteed to152

reach their destination nodes [27][28], and the rate of packet loss is generally unpredictable in153

LLNs. A link can present varying data loss rates at different times, owing to aspects such as154

hidden terminal problems, receiver collisions, or RF interference of nodes [27]. Nevertheless,155

statistical data based on earlier deployments could help to predict a reasonable rate of packet156

loss [27]. To summarize, a routing protocol for LLNs must have the capability to work within157
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the aforementioned unreliable link conditions.158

Even though sensor nodes are expected to be immobile in most of the scenarios, real159

life cases and future projections differ in the way that an extensive number of nodes will be160

mobile [29][30]. For example, nodes in healthcare applications responsible for collecting data161

from people are inherently mobile [31]. Hence, mobility is one of the important constraints162

of a prospective routing algorithm. Last but not least, a suitable protocol for LLNs should163

be able to scalable since they are envisioned with the fact that they could handle different164

topologies from several nodes to thousand in different application domains such as home165

[32], urban [30] and industrial [29].166

4. Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL)167

Tasked by the IETF, the ROLL group published an RFC for RPL in 2012 [33]. Since168

then, the group has published further RFCs, which detail the main components of RPL,169

namely routing metrics [34], Trickle timer [35], and objective function [36][37]. In this170

section, the basic operations and the main components of RPL are explained in detail.171

RPL is a proactive distance-vector and source routing protocol. It builds Directed Acyclic172

Graphs to represent the network topology. Each DAG associated with a single root destina-173

tion is known as the Destination Oriented DAG (DODAG) in RPL terminology. A network174

could have multiple DODAGs and multiple instances. Single or multiple DODAGs sharing175

the same objective function is known as an RPL instance [14]. The objective function de-176

termines the route selection. Therefore, RPL instances play a key role in providing different177

routes even for the same destination with different objectives such as minimizing energy,178

ETX, or latency. Whilst a node could be a part of several DODAGs in different instances,179

it can only join a single DODAG (root) in one RPL instance. A sample RPL network with180

a single DODAG is illustrated in Figure 3.181

In an RPL network, the nodes are separated into three groups: hosts, routers, and LBRs182

(LLN Border Routers) [14]. Hosts are the nodes that can create data traffic but are unable183

to forward it, whilst routers are nodes that are capable of both. Lastly, LBRs are the roots184

of a DODAG and can also be described as a collection point for network traffic. LBRs can185

construct a DAG and can act as the edge routers between the LLN and the Internet [38]. A186

single DODAG could have multiple LBRs.187

4.1. Construction of DODAG188

RPL is mainly proposed for MP2P traffic by discovering upward routes towards the root189

of a DODAG. However, it also supports P2P and P2MP traffics by constructing down-190

ward routes. It has four main types of messages to construct the network topology and to191

discover routes. These message types, which are defined in the ICMPv6 protocol, are as192

follows: DODAG Information Object (DIO), DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS), Des-193

tination Advertisement Object (DAO), and Destination Advertisement Acknowledgement194

(DAO ACK). First, the DODAG root transmits DIO messages in order to create routes in195

an upward direction (from children to root). Then, children nodes transmit unicast DAO196

messages to the DODAG root for reverse-route construction.197
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Figure 3: Representation of RPL with a single DODAG

DIS messages are sent when a new node joins the network. The node asks for topology198

information from its neighbors in order to join the DODAG. DIO messages are typically199

broadcast messages sent from the root to its children based on the Trickle timer. However,200

they could also be sent upon request with the receiving of a DIS message. In a DIO message,201

a node advertises its rank and the objective function to be used. Rank represents the position202

of a node with respect to the root node. The objective function computes the rank of a node203

based on routing metrics and optimization objectives. For instance, OF0 [36], which selects204

the node nearest to the DODAG root as the preferred parent, is one of the default objective205

functions for RPL routers.206

Rank increases in the downward direction of the DODAG and decreases in the upward207

direction. The fact that the rank of a parent node should be lower than its children nodes208

prevents routing loops from occurring in the network. When a node receives a DIO message,209

it updates its parent candidate set and chooses a parent based on the rank values of the210

nodes in this set. It then calculates its rank value. If the calculated rank is found to be211

higher than its parents (i.e., the node is on a downward route from the parents), the DIO212

message is updated with the new rank information. Finally, it forwards the DIO message to213

its neighbor nodes. As a result, each node in the network builds its upward routes by using214

DIO messages.215

DAO messages enable a node to transmit its target information upwards through the216

DODAG, allowing for downward route construction between the DODAG root and the217

associated nodes [14].218

These messages are sent by every node in a DODAG (except the root) in order to generate219

the routing tables with child prefixes, and to advertise these addresses and prefixes to their220

parents. Two separate modes are specified by RPL for the maintenance of downward routes221

within each instance: storing and non-storing. In the storing mode, when a parent node222

receives a DAO message from its children, the node saves the destination prefix and the223

address of the message sender as the next hop in its routing table, and then subsequently224

forwards it to the selected parent. In the non-storing mode, again a node transmits the225
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received DAO message to its selected parent; however, no other routing information is stored.226

DAO-ACK messages are optional unicast messages that are transmitted upon request to the227

sender to acknowledge delivery of the DAO message [14].228

While DIO and DAO messages are employed for the discovery of upward and downward229

routes, respectively, RPL also provides P2P communication in the following way. First, the230

nodes send their messages to the root in the upward direction, then the root node forwards231

these messages to the destination node in the downward direction. If an intermediary node232

knows a route to the destination, this node could also forward the packets to the destination233

by preventing packets from unnecessarily traveling until the root node.234

Similar to IP fragmentation, RPL also fragments its messages into smaller packets. As235

these messages can be loaded with several optional parameters and information, the frag-236

mentation tends to divide the message into several packets. Loss of one fragmented packet237

means the loss of the whole message, which then incurs the increased cost of retransmission238

and an associated increase in energy consumption.239

4.2. Trickle Timer240

The sending rate of DIO messages is governed by the Trickle timer. When a fluctuation241

in routing information or inconsistency is detected, Trickle timer increases the rate of trans-242

mission, aiming to re-circulate up-to-the-minute information. When the network approaches243

stabilization, the Trickle timer reduces the rate of transmission exponentially, to restrain the244

number of transmissions as there is nothing new to broadcast. Also, when a node detects245

that its neighbors are broadcasting the same control packet it intends to transmit, the node246

suppresses the transmission to reduce redundancy in the network. The Trickle algorithm is247

specified in RFC 6206 [35].248

The Trickle algorithm utilizes four separate values, where I is the current interval size in249

milliseconds, which sets the running time of the algorithm and it is incremented in real-time;250

k is an integer used as a redundancy constant; t denotes a time within the current interval;251

and, c is the counter value. Transmission can be labeled as consistent or inconsistent, based252

on the implementation. First, the algorithm selects an I value between the pre-specified253

Imin and Imax values. In the second step, c is set to zero and t is randomly set between254

I /2 and I. Trickle starts listening and if a “consistent” transmission is heard, the c value255

is then incremented. Trickle only allows a transmission when c is less than the redundancy256

constant k, meaning that a certain time should pass before making another transmission.257

This step is referred to as the suppression mechanism of the Trickle algorithm. When I258

reaches Imax, the algorithm doubles the interval length and starts over. If Trickle hears259

a transmission as “inconsistent” and I is greater then Imin, the timer resets by setting I260

to Imin and the algorithm continues from the second step. The meanings of the terms261

consistent and inconsistent are dependent on the application that uses Trickle.262

4.3. Objective Functions263

Two standard objective functions are proposed for RPL: Objective Function Zero (OF0)264

[36] and Minimum Rank with Hysteresis Objective Function (MRHOF) [37].265
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OF0 works by selecting the node nearest to the DODAG root as the preferred parent,266

while completely disregarding load balancing. Additionally, one more parent is selected as267

an alternate in the event of a loss of connectivity with the preferred parent.268

MRHOF is devised to avoid incessant changes in preferred parents, which reduces the269

stability of a network. MRHOF works by calculating the cost of a path for passing among270

the neighboring nodes that form a path between the origin and destination nodes. The271

calculation is performed by adding two values; the cost of the prospective neighbor node’s272

or link’s metric, and the cost of the metric broadcast in the transmitted message. Following273

this calculation, the preferred parent is selected from the node with the lowest path cost.274

4.4. Repair Mechanism275

Version number represents the version of the DODAG formed, and is incremented by276

the root each time a new DODAG is formed. This is the approach taken by the global277

repair mechanism for the maintenance of a DODAG. However, in order to avoid the costly278

reconstruction process of DODAG, two local mechanisms are also introduced in RPL. In the279

case of unavailability of the selected parent node, nodes either choose an alternate parent280

or use a neighbor with the same rank to transmit its messages to the root node.281

5. Limitations, Drawbacks, and Open Challenges of RPL282

While introduced as the standard routing protocol of LLNs, RPL suffers from several283

limitations as evidenced in a plethora of recent studies [4][8][9][10]. Load imbalance can be284

considered as one of RPL’s weaknesses, as in real life, largescale LLNs are almost always285

distributed in a non-uniform way [39]. A sample load-imbalanced network topology can be286

observed in Figure 4.287

Figure 4: Load-imbalanced network topology

Load imbalance in a network may occur due to several different reasons. The hot-spot288

problem [40] is one such cause. This problem occurs when the parent node or a node289

forwarding a message is faced with network congestion, which urges this node to use its290

resources in order to handle excessive message traffic. Hot-spots occur more frequently if a291
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node is situated near the root. This problem ends up causing depletion of that node and292

system resources, and thereby reduces the network lifetime.293

In [41], the authors identified two further problems that can lead to load imbalance. The294

first problem is called “thundering herd,” which occurs when a node joins the RPL-based295

network with a better transmission path. This may trigger changes in a large number of296

sub-nodes, potentially impacting upon the network’s stability. The second problem, named297

“randomly unbalanced network,” occurs if two parent candidates happen to have the same298

rank value, which then leads to random selection of the parent. This practice has the299

potential to cause load imbalance purely by chance.300

The following subsections will explain other limitations, drawbacks, and open challenges301

of the main components and factors of RPL in more detail, as well as their relation to the302

issue of load balancing.303

5.1. Energy Consumption304

Considering the limited resources of the nodes in an LLN, energy consumption can be305

seen as among the main constraints when designing an efficient routing algorithm. Hence,306

reducing energy consumption and having a high network lifetime is generally the main goal of307

any research aimed at improving RPL. By design, RPL aims to decrease energy consumption308

with the help of Trickle timer. However, according to [42], the efficiency of Trickle timer in309

mobile environments decreases. Energy consumption is clearly linked with load balancing,310

and a load-imbalanced network would certainly lead to increased energy consumption.311

5.2. Reliability312

Reliability in the context of RPL is evaluated by the number of lost packets and the313

average delay of transmitting packets between end-points. As a rule of thumb, increased314

reliability comes at the cost of higher energy consumption, generally in the form of retrans-315

missions or acknowledgements. Thus, finding a good balance is one of the goals of RPL316

enhancement. Load imbalance may also lead to a lack of network reliability.317

5.3. Congestion318

Similar to real-life examples, network congestion is one the main reasons behind increased319

energy consumption, increased delay, and decreased reliability in LLNs [43]. Congestion and320

load balancing are also related concepts, as a load-imbalanced network will certainly lead to321

congestion at some point.322

5.4. Objective Function323

One of the main limitations of the parent selection mechanism in RPL is to use the324

same parent each time when forwarding a packet towards the root. Since this single-path325

forwarding disregards the load balancing factor [44], it would lead to power drainage or the326

demise of overloaded parent nodes, resulting in potential disconnections within the network.327

RPL supports the use of both single and multiple routing metrics. In the use of a single328

metric, whilst the metric satisfies one criterion, it could lead to other inefficiencies within329

the network. For instance, whilst the expected transmission count (ETX) metric enables330
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RPL to choose the most dependable path [45], it might also cause early partitioning of the331

network due to the absence of any load-balancing mechanism, which would prevent energy-332

constrained nodes from depleting their power. Therefore, the proposals put forth in the333

literature for the improvement of load balancing tend to utilize multiple metrics. However,334

the use of multiple metrics is not specified in the RFC, except for multiple instances [46],335

in which separate instances with separate routing objectives are used with different routing336

metrics in order to achieve those objectives.337

Lastly, in RPL, the cost of routing a path is calculated by combining the costs of the338

links that constitute the path. This leads to situations where a path that consists of a high339

number of hops would seem to have a higher cost when compared to a path with fewer340

hops, while the former path may have links that are of a higher quality [47]. When making341

routing decisions, this may cause the protocol to choose routes that are seemingly low-cost,342

but consist of lower quality links [47].343

5.5. Mobility344

While RPL was not designed with mobility in mind, real-life applications could include345

mobile nodes. However, in its current form, RPL fails to differentiate between mobile and346

non-mobile nodes; hence, it has limited adaptability to dynamic networks [48]. For instance,347

if a mobile parent leaves the network, that may cause sudden packet loss within the network,348

as the child nodes may not know that their preferred parent has left the topology. The Trickle349

timer itself has also some issues with mobility, as it could give a slow response to a fast-350

changing mobile network, or equally not give any response at all at the right time [48]. RPL351

could be configured to accommodate mobility requirements such as locating mobile nodes352

in leaves or setting Trickle timers to frequently send control messages; however, these types353

of solution may end up creating large volumes of routing control message traffic [48].354

5.6. Stability355

The stability could refer to two different meanings in RPL jargon: route stability and356

node stability. Route stability is related to the validity duration of a routing path. Since357

mobility is generally discarded in the literature, most studies refer simply to node stability,358

in other words, the validity duration of the preferred parents [49]. Please note that node359

stability and route stability are highly correlated concepts, since the depletion of a node360

could result in route changes. In general, low stability causes higher overhead and higher361

energy consumption in the network. The current solutions that attempt to handle load362

balancing in RPL generally cause instability in the network, which is of course an undesired363

side effect [50].364

Hence, a good solution must take stability, and as real-world conditions dictate, mobility365

into account as well. Invariably, the solutions utilize parent selection mechanisms or mul-366

tipath routing in order to balance the load and to improve RPL performance in general.367

Due to the frequent changing of parents, high stability might not always be achieved, and368

striking a balance between stability and load balancing can be considered the more realistic369

goal.370
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Stability can be measured node-wise by calculating the occurrence of control messages371

such as DIO, DAO, and DIS messages that pass through the node [51]. This, however,372

does not always imply low stability, as nodes with a higher number of children will gener-373

ally experience a high number of messages passing through. Another popular method of374

measurement is to calculate the ratio using the same transmission route between two nodes375

[51][52].376

5.7. Security377

Security is handled in three basic modes in RPL, according to the RFC 6550 [33]: un-378

secured, pre-installed, and authenticated. The unsecured mode, as its name suggests does379

not involve any security measures in the control messages. In the pre-installed mode, RPL380

uses secure messages. A node uses a pre-installed key to join the network and to ensure381

message confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity (CIA). In the authenticated mode, nodes382

that joined the network with a pre-installed key are only able to act as hosts (leaf nodes).383

A key authority that assigns a second key to a node is required in order for that node to384

become a router (parent).385

Although RPL has certain countermeasures against external attackers, it is still vul-386

nerable to attacks from inside. Attacks against RPL are covered in three groups in [53]:387

attacks against resources, attacks on topology, and attacks on traffic. While attacks against388

resources aim to deplete the resources of nodes in the network by causing unnecessary op-389

erations, attacks on topology affect the construction of RPL topology in a non-optimal way390

or lead to the isolation of some nodes from the topology. Finally, attacks on traffic analyze391

network traffic in order to implement more complex attacks. Therefore, researchers focus on392

improving RPL security and these approaches can be covered under two broad categories:393

secure protocol-based defense mechanisms, and intrusion detection [54].394

A load-imbalanced network could decrease the resilience of a network against certain395

attacks such as those that target resources or the topology. For instance, if an attacker396

achieves the formation of a load-imbalanced network, they could easily manage the con-397

sumption of network resources or the isolation of some nodes from the network. Therefore,398

load imbalancing is also an important issue from a security perspective. It is assumed that399

the reviewed works in this survey each use the unsecured mode in their methods, unless400

specified explicitly. As none of the works in this survey mentioned any type of RPL secu-401

rity (either pre-installed or authenticated), it can be said that security was not the primary402

concern of the researchers when designing and implementing their enhancements.403

6. Related Work on Load Balancing404

There are a good number of proposals in the literature that aim to improve RPL. Con-405

sidering the imbalance-prone nature of RPL, and the adverse effects of such imbalanced406

networks in routing, research on improving load balancing has been a popular research topic407

in IoT routing. This current study provides a thorough evaluation of the studies in the408

literature considered most important that have focused on load balancing in RPL.409
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Figure 5: Distribution of standard RPL routing metrics used in metric-based works

It should be noted that while most of the reviewed works explicitly state load balancing410

as their focus of improvement, some of the works use the term energy (or residual energy)411

balancing. These works are also considered as improving load balancing in RPL.412

The related studies are classified into two groups: studies that utilize routing metrics413

and objective functions to improve load balancing, and works based on heuristic approaches.414

Additionally, the first group is further divided into two sub-groups, as studies based on:415

standard metrics, or custom metrics. The metric-based methods also differ in their methods416

of routing: using novel or edited parent selection algorithms, or utilizing multipath routing417

(routing over numerous alternative paths through the network).418

The proposed metrics could have different characteristics. They could be node-based419

or link-based, depending on where the metric is acquired from the network. The purpose420

and usage of the metrics determines its category. Energy, hop count, and delay are some of421

the node-based metrics, whilst metrics concerned with the general transmission quality are422

link-based.423

Furthermore, they could be lexical or additive, which determines in what manner the424

metrics are compared with each other. A metric used lexically is part of a basic values425

comparison, whilst a metric used additively is combined with different (optionally-weighted)426

metrics in order to make a more nuanced comparison. Lastly, metrics could be atomic or427

composite, based on the number of metrics included; however, all of the metrics proposed428

for load balancing in RPL are composite.429

6.1. Routing Metrics in RPL430

In this section, well-known, standard routing metrics used in RPL and specified in RFC431

6551 [34] are briefly described.432
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The Node State and Attribute (NSA) metric carries data about a node’s characteristics,433

such as the A and O flags. The A flag is the aggregation attribute, which can be used to434

increase battery life in suitable environments, whist the O flag indicates whether a node is435

overloaded or available to process traffic.436

The Node Energy or energy consumption metric provides information about a node’s437

energy. It can be used either as a metric or a constraint. A derivative of this metric is the438

Estimated Energy or remaining/residual energy, which is the percentage of a node’s residual439

energy. In the context of load balancing, having similar residual energy among nodes in the440

network would indicate a load that is better balanced; however, residual energy is utilized441

less than energy consumption.442

Hop Count (HC) is the metric which records the number of nodes traversed along a path443

from the source node itself to a destination.444

Throughput metric is simply the number of messages that pass through a node.445

Latency is a metric that is concerned with the measurement of the time it takes to deliver446

a message from the source node to the destination node. Similar to Energy, it can be used447

either as a metric or a constraint.448

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) represents the ratio of successfully delivered packets to the449

total number of sent packets in the network. Simply, PDR is a metric that measures the450

successful transmission of packets in the network.451

Link Quality Level (LQL) quantifies the reliability of a link using a value that ranges452

from 0 to 7, with 0 denoting an unknown quality level and 1 denoting a high-quality link.453

However, exactly how this value is calculated varies according to the implementation.454

Expected number of Transmissions (ETX) is a metric that holds the number of trans-455

missions expected to be made from a node to a given destination. The computation of456

ETX itself is also implementation-specific. ETX can also be used either as a constraint or457

a metric.458

Link Color (LC) is a versatile metric whose value can be used to attract or avoid links459

for specific types of traffic. For example, the LC metric can specify parent selection based on460

rules defined by the user, such as selecting parents that are fulfilling certain requirements.461

A comparison of the metrics used in the works is illustrated in Figure 5. The figure462

shows that ETX and Residual Energy are the most used metrics in the literature. ETX is463

frequently used as a metric in order to ensure the transmission of messages uses high quality464

routes with a low number of retransmissions, and Residual Energy is used frequently in465

order to keep the energy levels in consideration. The energy metric in the figure contains466

two metrics related to energy: energy consumption and residual energy. The two metrics467

complement each other as they effectively measure two sides of the same value. However,468

most studies (≈ 75%) in this category use residual energy, while the others use energy469

consumption.470

6.2. Related Studies based on Standard Metrics471

This section covers studies based on standard metrics. As previously pointed out, all of472

the reviewed works utilized multiple metrics in their methods.473
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In [55], the authors proposed a strategy for routing in RPL that utilizes mobile sinks. In474

the work, three metrics are used to calculate node weight: residual energy, number of hops,475

and number of neighbors. The weight of the metrics themselves are based on coefficients as476

given in Equation 1: with β used to weigh residual energy and number of hops, and γ used477

to assess the number of neighbors. However, the suggested values of the weights were not478

specified in the study. These weights were introduced in order to reduce the scaling effect,479

which is caused by different units of measurement. The node with the largest weight value480

is then selected and the sink is physically moved towards that node, resulting in better load481

balancing in the network. However, the work tended to have a high message overhead, and482

its performance in real-life scenarios remains unclear.483

ωi = βhki ei + γbi (1)

In [56], the authors proposed a new metric named PFI (Packet Forwarding Index) and484

combined it with other metrics such as hop count and energy. PFI is a novel metric that485

is the logarithmic product of the success rate of packet deliveries. The combinations are486

performed lexically and additively for the optimization of various aspects of performance,487

such as shorter path construction and the bypassing of unreliable or malicious nodes.488

Two combinations of metrics were proposed. The first combines hop count with PFI,489

while the second combines hop count with residual energy. The combinations are calculated490

both additively and lexically, and two different weight parameters are also included in the491

additive combination function. Different sets of weights are then used in the evaluation492

phase.493

The results showed that the combined metrics enabled better discovery and avoidance of494

malicious or unreliable nodes, while having proportionate latency and better distribution of495

energy consumption to nodes on the path compared to single metrics being used. Moreover,496

while the first combination improves on PDR, the second results in a reduction in energy497

consumption.498

In [57], a composite metric named L2AM (Lifetime and Latency Aggregatable Metric)499

was proposed that considers energy and reliability constraints in two parts. First, an energy500

consumption balance is aimed to be created so that each node consumes approximately501

the same amount of energy, thus prolonging the overall network lifetime. A new metric502

named FSELC (Fully Simplified Exponential Lifetime Cost) was implemented which com-503

bines transmission power and residual energy metrics (both utilized as ratios) in an additive504

manner in order to guide parent selection by discouraging high energy-consuming routes.505

FSELC is presented in Equation 2, where Ebatt and Ptx values are residual energy and trans-506

mission power, respectively. In the second part, data reliability along the paths is taken507

into account, using the well-known Expected Transmission Count (ETX). The FSELC value508

calculated in the first part is then combined with ETX in order to produce the composite509

L2AM metric, as shown in Equation 3. The effectiveness of the proposed metric was backed510

up with simulated results. While an increase in the network lifetime (residual energy) com-511

pared to the standard ETX metric was observed, the claimed increase in reliability was not512

seen as having been fully justified.513
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FSELC(Ptx%, Ebatt%) = 2Ptx%÷Ebatt%T (2)

L2AM = ETX × FSELC(Ptx%, Ebatt%) (3)

Another work that combined different types of metrics such as ETX, residual energy,514

availability information, affordable workload, and robustness of hardware was proposed in515

[58]. The metrics were combined for the objective function named SCAOF (Scalable Context516

Aware Objective Function). Among the metrics used in SCAOF, availability information517

represents the DODAG paths associated with data that is of interest to the application518

(sensor data etc.). The affordable workload can be summarized as a node’s inclination to519

use its energy, and the robustness of hardware as the number of restarts that occurred since520

the system startup. These three metrics make up a sub-composite metric named Link color.521

Link color is combined with weighted (α1 and α2 respectively) ETX and Residual Energy522

metrics, resulting in the SCAOF composite metric, as shown in Equation 4. The α1 and523

α2 weights are set as 0.4-0.6 and 0.3-0.7 in the evaluations, respectively. The experimental524

results show that combining these metrics results in a routing scheme that selects paths that525

are more reliable and do not contain nodes that drain their power supply.526

rank(n, p) = rank(p, ppref (p)) + LinkColor+

(α1ETX(n, p) + α2RE(n, p))
(4)

A new objective function based on energy was proposed in [59]. The function uses the527

nodal residual energy metric, which is introduced as the ratio of available and residual energy528

of a node, in the parent selection mechanism. The energy levels are calculated by polling529

the nodes in the network to check their battery voltages. The proposed OF combines the530

Hop Count and ETX metrics with the residual energy metric. A threshold value (5%) is531

also set for parent changing, meaning a new parent is selected only if the residual energy532

difference exceeds 5%. The implementation of a threshold aims to reduce frequent changes533

in the network to improve stability. The results show that their OF proposal has increased534

the network lifetime by up to 40% in comparison to the default OFs of RPL, OF0, and535

MRHOF. However, notably, the proposed OF itself was not specified in any detail.536

In [60], a novel objective function named ALABAMO (A Load Balancing Model for537

RPL) was proposed. As the name suggests, the main objective of ALABAMO is to improve538

load balancing. It is based on RPL’s MRHOF with the addition of composite metrics such539

as maximum workload ratio and the maximum ETX ratio. The maximum workload is540

calculated as the ratio of sent packets of one possible parent of a node to another, and541

similarly, the maximum ETX ratio is calculated as the ratio of ETX values of one possible542

parent of a node to another. These metrics are presented according to Equations 5 and 6,543

respectively, where SP denotes the number of sent packets and o denotes an offset value.544

The parent selection is based on path calculations and a comparison of the aforementioned545

metrics. The experimental results show that the network lifetime has a twofold increase546

when compared to the default RPL implementation. ALABAMO has also been shown to547
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reduce the standard deviation of energy consumption by 50.64%, which indicates that nodes548

expend energy homogeneously, thus extending the lifetime of most nodes in the network.549

ETXratio =

{
ETXp2
ETXp1

∗ 100 ETXp1 ≥ ETXp2

ETXp1
ETXp2

∗ 100 otherwise
(5)

Workloadratio =

{
SPp2+o

SPp1+o
∗ 100 SPp1 ≥ SPp2

SPp1+o

SPp2+o
∗ 100 otherwise

(6)

In [61], a new scheme named CA-RPL (Congestion Avoidance RPL) was proposed. CA550

RPL is a multipath routing protocol that utilizes a composite metric named DELAY ROOT551

in order to handle network congestion and load-balancing problems. DELAY ROOT is a552

function of four routing metrics: average delay towards the DAG root, rank, ETX, and the553

number of packets. The function’s formula is presented in Equation 7, where RECv is the554

number of packets a node v receives, and the weights of a, b, c, and d are set to 10, 10, 2,555

and 10, respectively. The γ value is set to 100,000. The average delay towards the DAG root556

is itself a composite metric, shortened as Minimized Delay Metric, and can be defined as the557

sum of the forwarding delays along the path between a node and the DAG root. The study’s558

results showed that CA-RPL produced better load balancing in the network, accompanied559

by a 30% and 20% reduction in average delays and packet loss ratio, respectively. The560

authors cited the energy consumption improvement and handling mobility as their future561

goals.562

W =
γ

a ∗ ETXu,v + b ∗RECv + c ∗RANKv + d ∗DELAY ROOTu,v
(7)

In In [62], an adaptive and distributed control mechanism named PC-RPL (Power Con-563

trolled RPL) was proposed. PC-RPL can be considered as an improvement upon QU-RPL564

[50], by further aiming to mitigate load imbalance and the hidden terminal problem of its565

predecessor. Hidden Terminal problem [63] occurs where nodes can communicate with a566

wireless access point, but cannot communicate with each other, resulting in decreased per-567

formance in terms of energy efficiency and latency. An adaptive and distributed control568

mechanism is developed in which routing topology and transmission power of nodes are569

controlled jointly. Combined ETX, Hop Count, and RSSI (receive signal strength indicator)570

metrics are used for parent selection, which is similar to RPL in terms of metrics used (ETX571

and HOP count). The RSSI value calculates the transmission power required to transmit572

a message to the neighbors of a node, where a lower value is more preferable. RSSI is ob-573

tained by making nodes transmit DIO messages with a maximum transmission power to seek574

greater link connectivity. The authors claimed PC-RPL to be successful in alleviating the575

hidden terminal problem experienced in QU-RPL. A sevenfold reduction in packet losses,576

accompanied by a 17% improvement in aggregate bandwidth was achieved. However, the577

method of calculating RSSI may lead to an increase in energy consumption.578

In [64], the authors proposed a novel OF for RPL, which employed a composite metric579

consisting of Hop Count and ETX metrics. To increase routing stability and reduce frequent580
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parent changes, two separate thresholds for the two metrics were also introduced, which can581

be observed in Equations 8 and 9. In Equation 8, σpf denotes the sum of the standard582

deviation of transmission attempts per packet, while θ is the threshold value. In Equation583

9, ~pf denotes the difference of the number of hops between the current parent and a can-584

didate parent, while δ is the threshold value. After the calculation of these thresholds, the585

values are used for comparison in the parent selection algorithm. The parent selection algo-586

rithm compares ETX and Hop Count metrics of parent candidates with the added custom587

thresholds in order to find the best candidate. The experiments that the authors conducted588

with these thresholds resulted in increased stability, reduced control message numbers (due589

to the lack of parent changes), and decreased energy consumption among nodes. On the590

other hand, the PDR of the proposed approach was found to be lower than the standard591

ETX. It should be noted here that the evaluations were conducted with only 20 nodes and592

within a simulated environment, which could raise questions regarding the scalability of the593

approach.594

Link Metric Threshold : α = σpf + θ (8)

Hop Metric Threshold : β = ~pfxδ (9)

In [65], an enhancement over RPL named EL-RPL (Energy and Load Aware RPL) was595

proposed, which combines three separate metrics: ETX, current load, and BDI (battery596

depletion index) for the parent selection mechanism. The current load calculation is based597

on the number of children a parent node has, whilst the BDI value is the ratio of initial598

and residual energy levels of a node. These metrics are then combined in an OF named599

OF-EL, with differing weights. The route with the lowest OF-EL value is then selected600

as the optimal path. The results of EL-RPL showed a 4% increase in PDR, as well as a601

10% increase in the network lifetime compared to the baseline methods. However, these602

evaluations were conducted with a low number of nodes (30).603

In [66], a traffic-aware, load-balancing scheme with a composite metric named ETXPC604

RPL was proposed. The composite metric is the ratio of aggregated parent count to ETX.605

The load balancing algorithm of ETXPC-RPL utilizes the composite metric for parent se-606

lection, with parents with fewer children and a lower ETX being stronger contenders for607

selection. As can be seen from the simulation results, the proposed load-balancing approach608

showed an improved packet delivery ratio with less power consumption.609

The following works differ from those mentioned so far based on their method of rout-610

ing. Instead of novel or enhanced parent selection algorithms, the following works utilize611

multipath routing.612

In [52], a multipath routing scheme was proposed in which traffic is forwarded proba-613

bilistically to several parents in order to reduce energy consumption and to improve load614

balancing. An expected lifetime metric (ELT) was proposed for the broadcasting distribu-615

tion among the nodes. This metric is calculated according to several steps. The first step616

involves computing the traffic to transmit (TN) value of a node. Then, the (TN) value is617
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combined with the ETX metric, and divided by the data rate in order to produce a trans-618

mission ratio value. In the final phase, ELT is calculated by dividing the transmission ratio619

value calculated in the previous step with the residual energy metric. The result of this620

division is combined with the transmission power metric in order to calculate the energy621

required for transmission of all traffic. The whole process is as shown in Equation 10.622

ELT (N) =
Eres(N)

TN×
∑
P∈Parents(N)×ETX(N,P )

DATA RATE

×PTX(N) (10)

In the proposed scheme, nodes susceptible to bottlenecks are identified based on the623

ELT values. The parent selection phase takes the node’s lifetime and the lifetime of the624

suspected bottlenecks into consideration, making a list of parents with the highest ELT625

values ranked lower than the node itself. Then, these nodes are considered in constructing626

a balanced topology with multiple parents. Load balancing in the network is then ensured627

by distributing the load to each parent that a node has.628

Using ELT values of the parent nodes and the weight of the traffic that is to be sent,629

the parent is then selected. The experimental results showed improvements in the network630

lifetime and load balancing. However, the work could be said to carry the risk of fragmen-631

tation, and the solution must therefore be improved in order to handle that. In an extended632

study [67], the instabilities and convergence problems were notably addressed.633

In [68], another multipath extension to RPL, named M-RPL (Multipath RPL), aims to634

provide temporary multipath routing to alleviate network congestion. The implementation635

of M-RPL is divided into two parts: congestion detection, and congestion avoidance. The636

congestion detection algorithm utilizes the PDR metric in order to make comparisons and637

find out whether or not a given route is congested. A congestion interval (CI) value is638

also used so as to avoid too many messages being present in the network. If congestion is639

detected in a route, the congestion mitigation phase starts, in which a node’s forwarding640

rate to the congested node is reduced and the traffic is forwarded to alternate paths. The641

experimental results for M-RPL showed that when compared to the standard RPL, the642

use of M-RPL reduced congestion and increased the overall throughput at the expense of643

additional overhead. However, it should be noted that the experiments were conducted with644

a very low number of nodes, as shown in Table 4.645

In [69], an adaptive multipath energy-balancing scheme was proposed. This scheme646

is based on a novel metric named energy dispersion (ED) which is used to calculate the647

residual energy of a possible parent and the other nodes in this possible parent’s vicinity.648

ED is used to determine how balanced (in terms of energy) a node and its environment is.649

The multipath scheme uses this ED value to handle routing through the network greedily.650

Multipath routing is thereby utilized in order to handle different network requirements such651

as better energy balance or lower packet delay. The results obtained in the work indicated652

that better energy balancing was achieved, as well as higher stability and lower delay. On653

the other hand, the multipath scheme’s greedy manner resulted in bottlenecks in routing,654

especially in tests conducted using larger-sized networks.655

The studies covered in this section are outlined in Table 2. To summarize, most of these656
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studies utilized ETX in some manner in their methods. Energy consumption is another657

popular metric that has also been used in the proposals. Most of the studies reported658

improvements in PDR and energy consumption, while others reported improvements in659

delay or balance. On the other hand, most of the studies were tested using simulated660

networks with a low number of nodes, and some [52][58][66] carried a risk of fragmentation661

or high overhead.662

663
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Table 2: General information about the evaluated works that
are based on standard metrics.

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

Mobile
Sinks [55]

• Moves sink nodes to-
wards leaves by com-
bining metrics such as
residual energy, neigh-
bor count and hop
count

• Parent Selection

• Residual
Energy (L)

• Hop Count
(A)

• Number of
Neighbors*
(L)

Increased
network

lifetime and
traffic balance

Generates high
message

overhead,
performance
unclear in
real-life

scenarios

WSNet - 1600

Network
Lifetime,
Residual

Energy, Packet
Overhead

Composite
routing

Metrics for
RPL [56]

• Among three metrics,
two are combined in
lexical and additive
manners

• Parent Selection

• Residual
Energy
(L+A)

• Hop Count
(A)

• Packet
Forwarding
Indication*
(L+A)

Reduced
packet loss and

latency is
observed

Composite
metrics are
only tested

against
themselves,
may select
low-quality

paths

JSIM - 100

Energy
Consumption
Rate, Packet

Loss

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

Energy
Efficient

Composite
Metric for
RPL [57]

• A lifetime and Latency
Aggregateable Metric
(L2AM) is introduced,
which is a composite
of ETX and Energy
Efficiency metrics

• Parent Selection

• Residual
Energy (A)

•
Transmission
Power* (A)

• ETX (A)

Increased
performance
over baseline

metrics

Increased
reliability claim
is not justified

Simulator not
specified - 50

Network
Lifetime,
Residual
Energy

SCAOF
[58]

• Combines several
weighted metrics for
more reliable path
selection

• Parent Selection

• ETX (L)

• Residual
Energy (L)

Network churn
is reduced and

lifetime is
increased

High risk of
fragmentation

is present,
evaluated with
low number of

nodes

Real &
COOJA - 10 &

20-30

Packet Loss
Rate, Energy
Consumption,
Radio Duty

Cycle

RPL
Routing

with
Energy
Efficient
OF [59]

• A new, energy-based
OF is proposed which
handles parent selec-
tion according to resid-
ual energy

• Parent Selection

• Hop Count
(A)

• ETX (L)

• Residual
Energy (L)

Significantly
increased
network

lifetimes are
claimed

Evaluated with
low number of

nodes
Real - 7

Network
Lifetime,

Delay,
Topology

Changes per
Hour

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

AL-
ABAMO

[60]

• A novel OF that uti-
lizes the node traffic
profiles

• Parent Selection

• ETX
(L+A)

Increased
network
lifetime

Increased
energy

consumption
not handled

Real - 41

Network
Lifetime,
Network

Delivery Ratio,
Number of

Parent
Changes

CA-RPL
[61]

• A congestion avoidance
multipath routing
protocol is proposed,
based on composite
metrics of custom-
made delay root and
ETX

• Parent Selection

• Rank (A)

• Delay (A)

• ETX (A)

• Packet
Number*
(A)

Improvements
in congestion,
throughput,

packet loss and
delay is
observed

Evaluated with
low number of

nodes,
increased

energy
consumption

COOJA - 20+

Throughput,
Latency,

Packet Loss
Ratio

PC-RPL
[62]

• A joint and adaptive
control mechanism of
the routing topology
and node transmission
is introduced

• Parent Selection

• Hop Count
(A)

• ETX (A)

• Signal
Strength
(L)*

Increased
throughput

and stability is
observed and
the hidden
terminal

problem is
handled

May lead to
increased

energy
consumption

Real - 49

Packet
Reception

Ratio, Number
of Parent
Changes,
Packet

Overhead

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

Hybrid
Routing

with
Thresholds

[64]

• A hybrid approach us-
ing two metrics and
threshold functions

• Parent Selection

• Hop Count
(A)

• ETX (L)

Increased
stability and

reduced energy
consumption

Evaluated with
low number of

nodes,
unchanged

PDR

COOJA - 20

Number of
Parent Change,

Packet
Overhead,

Energy
Consumption

EL-RPL
[65]

• Three weighted metrics
are combined for par-
ent selection

• Parent Selection

• Load* (A)

• ETX (L)

• Residual
Energy (L)

Increased
reliability and

network
lifetime

Evaluated with
low number of

nodes
COOJA - 30

PDR, Delay,
Hop Count /
Network Size

Burst
Traffic

Scenarios
[66]

• A traffic-aware metric
that utilizes ETX and
Parent Count is pro-
posed

• Parent Selection

• ETX (L)

• Parent
Count* (L)

Increased PDR
and reduced

power
consumption is

observed

Carries high
risk of

fragmentation,
evaluated with
low number of

nodes

COOJA - 30
PDR, Energy
Consumption

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

Multipar-
ent

Routing in
RPL [52]

• A new composite
metric called ELT is
introduced, used to-
gether with multipath
forwarding

• Multipath Routing

• ETX (L)

• Residual
Energy (L)

Energy
consumption is

reduced

Carries high
risk of

fragmentation
WSNet - 50

Network
Lifetime,

Delay, Number
of Parent

Changes, PDR

M-RPL
[68]

• Provides temporary
multipath routing if
congestion occurs,
which is detected by
forwarding nodes

• Multipath Routing

• PDR (L)
Increased

throughput

High message
overhead,

Evaluated with
low number of

nodes

COOJA - 2-12
Throughput,
Delay, Energy
Consumption

Energy
Equaliza-
tion with
Adaptive
Multipath

[69]

• Creates a novel energy
dispersion (ED) metric
and uses it in a multi-
path routing scheme

• Multipath Routing

• Residual
Energy (L)

Reduced delay,
increased
network
lifetime

Prone to
bottlenecks

and to
selection of low
quality paths

Simulator not
specified - 89

Network
Lifetime,

Delay, PDR,
Residual
Energy
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6.3. Related Studies based on Custom Metrics664

In this section, custom metrics developed by researchers to enhance RPL and improve665

load balancing are covered. Some of these metrics are directly employed in OF.666

One of the earliest studies is based on neighborhood metrics [70]. The work aims to667

utilize information about neighbors that is available to facilitate improved routing decisions.668

The authors claim that routing through better node neighborhoods is more effective than669

routing through a better single path in terms of load balancing and stability. This claim670

is based on the observation that node-wise routing may be prone to decreased performance671

if the nodes in the path become unreachable, whilst routing through viable neighborhoods672

increases the chance of an uninterrupted routing.673

The proposed approach consists of four phases: metric collection, parent selection, neigh-674

borhood metric calculation, and metric advertisement. In the first phase, a node gathers675

advertisement messages received from its neighbors and stores them in a neighborhood table.676

These advertisement messages contain ETX and neighbor metrics that are calculated in677

the third phase of the algorithm. The neighborhood metric is given in Equation 11, where678

e
− ∆υ2

2×δ2 is a weight value applied to the neighbor, denoting its closeness to the parent node’s679

neighborhood, while 1
ι2

is a diminishing return in weight to each additional neighbor as a680

quadratic falloff, and Θ is the stability bound. In the parent selection phase, the node681

with the best overall combined metric score is chosen as the node’s parent. In the third682

phase, the overall score of the neighborhood table is calculated by combining each score683

using a weighted function, where the weight is the distance of the neighboring node to the684

selected parent. In the final phase, the neighborhood metrics calculated in the previous685

phase are advertised through the network. Each node advertises its neighborhood metric686

to its neighbors. In order to ensure stability, a threshold mechanism is implemented, which687

compares the neighborhood metric scores, and then only allows parent switching if the higher688

score exceeds the threshold.689

The results show that the use of neighborhood metrics provides reductions in the network690

load of up to 35% when compared to the baseline RPL based on ETX. However, the authors691

also claim that the method itself leads to higher overhead which requires higher processing692

power.693

neighborhood Metric = e
− ∆υ2

2×δ2 × 1

ι2
× Θ (11)

In [71], three separate improvements on RPL were introduced, namely Energy Load694

Balancing (ELB), Fast Local Repair (FLR), plus a combination of the two (ELB-FLR). ELB695

focuses on balancing energy usage and maximizing the nodes’ lifetime, with a new objective696

function and mechanism for load balancing. For rank calculation, the objective function697

takes hop count and the energy level of the path into account, which is the summation of698

the residual energy of the nodes on that path. The load-balancing scheme works at the699

parent selection phase, with preferred parents alternating between the best possible parent700

and the second-best possible parent.701

FLR, on the other hand, works by detecting nodes that have energy-bottlenecks and702

by balancing the traffic loads of these resource-constrained nodes. This approach aims to703
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reduce the number of local repairs in RPL. The concept siblings, which are neighbors of a704

node with the same rank value, are then introduced. When repairing routes, these siblings705

are also taken into consideration in order to decrease both delay and energy usage.706

In the merged ELB-FLR, the term siblings is redefined as routes having the same hop707

count. This, in practice, merges the two approaches by integrating objective function and708

ELB load balancing, with FLR’s local repair mechanism and loop detection. The experi-709

mental results showed that all these proposals performed better in terms of overhead, delay,710

and packet delivery ratio when compared to the standard RPL. However, since the proposed711

mechanisms are based on changing parents, this might in turn decrease route stability.712

In Stability Metric-Based RPL (sRPL) [49], a custom metric called stability index (SI)713

is introduced, which is based on the stability characteristics of a network, and is used for714

the selection of stable routes. The stability characteristics of a network are related to the715

number of control messages sent, with a lower number indicating the more stable network.716

A node in the network can calculate two types of SI values: node SI and DODAG SI. Node717

SI measures how stable a node is, whereas DODAG SI measures the overall stability of a718

DODAG topology. Using these two values, a node first chooses the most stable DODAG719

to join, and then selects the most stable nodes in that DODAG as its parents. In order to720

calculate SI values, a hearing window is implemented in a node, which records the number721

of control messages received from its neighbors in a promiscuous mode. A node calculates722

its own SI by counting the numbers of DIS, DIO, and DAO messages it transmitted in a set723

time period. The SI of a DODAG that the node belongs to can be calculated by the number724

of DIS, DIO, and DAO messages received by the node’s neighbors.725

The authors made several evaluations and compared the baseline RPL (using hop count726

and ETX) with SI-RPL, and also with the addition of ETX and then SI-ETX-RPL. The727

authors claimed that sRPL can reduce control message overhead by 90% and improve the728

packet delivery rate of the RPL by 20%.729

In [50], on a new metric called queue utilization (QU) was introduced as the basis for730

Queue Utilization RPL (QU-RPL). The QU metric of a node is defined as the ratio of the731

number of packets in the queue to the total queue size. QU is used to estimate traffic732

congestion and selects parents accordingly. Unlike the standard RPL which uses ETX for733

parent selection, QU-RPL utilizes a weighted QU metric (see Equation 12), the hop count734

between the node and the LBR, and also the ETX metric. The equation for QU-RPL is given735

in Equation 13, where the weight of α ranges from 1 to 5 in the evaluations. A threshold for736

parent changing is also implemented in order to ensure stability. QU-RPL is shown to be737

useful in reducing losses in queues and increasing the ratio of successful packet delivery in738

comparison to the standard RPL. A possible drawback of QU-RPL is that it is only created739

for and tested within congested networks. Its performance and overhead in non-congested740

networks remains unclear, as the presence of the QU metric is only meaningful if congestion741

occurs in a node.742

Q(k) =
Number of packets in queue

Total queue size
(12)
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RQU(pk) = h(pk) + 1 + ETX(k, pk) + αQ(pk) (13)

In [72], a method based on Radio Duty Cycle (RDC) was proposed for estimating energy743

consumption and to provide better load balancing in terms of energy. A new metric called744

Energy Estimation (EE) was introduced, with the node EE value calculated as the ratio745

of CPU time (the period when a node is awake) to radio time (the period when a node746

is transmitting). The authors claimed that this routing metric results in better energy747

distribution, higher reliability, and improved load balancing. However, the improvement748

claimed in terms of energy consumption was limited (1-2%).749

Marco et al. [73] utilized information from the MAC layer with the aim of improving750

the accuracy estimation of network reliability. They proposed two new metrics: R-metric751

and Q-metric. The R-metric is defined as the end-to-end reliability between two nodes, and752

is envisioned as an extension of the ETX metric. However, it differs from ETX since it also753

takes into account the packet losses caused by MAC contention (collision of packets), and is754

calculated as the probability of a packet’s correct transmission, kept within a preset number755

of retransmissions, in each link of the path. The Q-metric, on the other hand, distributes756

the forwarded traffic in the network in order to achieve load balancing. The main objective757

of the Q-metric is to increase the network lifetime. It is an optimization function, which758

computes the traffic between a given node and a candidate parent of the node.759

Parent selection is handled by solving an optimization problem, which is minimizing760

power consumption whilst keeping within the reliability constraints. Load balancing is761

claimed to be guaranteed in the network by avoiding overloaded nodes with the help of the762

Q-metric. The proposed approach was compared with the standard RPL, based on ETX763

and Backpressure Routing [74]. While the experimental results showed that the proposed764

metrics improved end-to-end reliability (high PDR) and reduced power consumption, the765

experimentation was conducted using only limited numbers of nodes (7-18).766

In [75], an extension to the RPL objective function was proposed in order to resolve767

load balancing caused by bottleneck nodes in the network. This extension, named LB-OF,768

attempts to distribute the child nodes of a bottlenecked node to other suitable parents in769

the vicinity (i.e., those sharing the same child nodes) so as to provide load balance and770

to increase the network lifetime. The new metric, called CNC (child node count), is used771

to select suitable childless nodes or nodes with a low number of children. Moreover, the772

calculation of the rank value of a node is suggested to be changed by adding consideration773

for the new CNC metric. Hence, in this case, while a node with a smaller rank has a774

high priority to accept new children, a node with a higher rank would not accept more775

children for parenting. While the study’s results showed improvement compared to the776

standard OFs in terms of load balancing, it was seen to increase network power consumption.777

Additionally, the frequent parent changes caused by the proposed load-balancing scheme may778

create network instability.779

In [76], an RPL improvement with a focus on load balancing was proposed for usage780

in smart grids. The improvement, named OFQS (Objective Function for Quality of Ser-781

vice), uses a multi-objective custom metric named mOFQS that combines residual energy782
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(power state), delay, and link quality metrics. The OFQS itself is a derivation of MRHOF,783

retaining the rank calculation mechanism, but instead uses thresholds in order to increase784

route stability and to reduce frequent parent changes. The mOFQS metric can be seen in785

Equation 14, where α and β are two parameters that are always between 0 and 1, and whose786

combined sum does not exceed a value of 1, d is the delay metric, and PS is the power state787

metric. The authors stated that as a result of improving load balancing, passing through788

a longer and less reliable route was therefore possible with mOFQS. Their evaluations were789

conducted using three separate instances with different α and β values so as to simulate790

critical, non-critical, and periodic traffic. The evaluation results showed that OFQS in-791

creased the lifetime of the network along with PDR. However, stability was not taken into792

account in the work and the evaluations were conducted within a simulation with only a low793

number of nodes. However, it is worth mentioning that this work was later extended with794

new experiments using a higher number of nodes [77].795

mOFQS =
αETX ∗ d

PSβ
(14)

In [78], Backpressure RPL (BRPL) was proposed, which allows users to smoothly com-796

bine any RPL Object Function (OF) with the backpressure routing [79]. Backpressure rout-797

ing differs from standard routing mechanisms by omitting the source-to-destination path798

computation phase. This phase is replaced by making on-the-spot routing and forwarding799

decisions for each packet. For this computation, a backpressure weight is used, which is a800

function of link state information and local queue. In BRPL, a new link weight metric is801

calculated for neighbor nodes of a node running BPRL, which is a combination of queue802

length and rank, and accompanied by two novel algorithms, QuickTheta and QuickBeta.803

These algorithms provide support for varying traffic loads and mobility, respectively. Quick-804

Theta adjusts the parameters of BRPL with respect to the congestion level of the network,805

without either prior assumptions or statistical models. The congestion level is calculated806

by observing the usage of the node’s queue. The other algorithm, QuickBeta, observes the807

state changes of the neighbors (from online to offline, or vice versa) of a node within a given808

timeframe. The higher number of nodes changing their states means that they are more809

mobile. In summary, BRPL aims to increase the performance of RPL in terms of through-810

put, mobility, and adaptivity to network traffic. Notably, it is one of the few studies in the811

literature that considers the mobility of nodes in the network. The experimental results812

demonstrated that BRPL significantly improves network throughput, and is adaptable to813

changes in network topology and data traffic loads. However, while the proposed study814

showed an improvement in the presence of high traffic, it did not take network stability into815

account.816

In [80], a new OF was proposed, named Smart Energy Efficient Objective Function817

(SEEOF), whose main aim is to balance the energy consumption among nodes and to in-818

crease the network lifetime. Two novel metrics constitute SEEOF: Estimated Remaining819

Life Time (ERLT) and linkETX. The ERLT metric, as its name suggests, aims to estimate820

a node’s lifetime by calculating the rate that its energy is drained, based on the residual821

energy metric (see Equation 15). Meanwhile, the linkETX metric uses statistical message822
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transmission and the acknowledgement data of a node in order to calculate ETX without823

probing the node itself.824

The SEEOF itself combines these two metrics using Equation 16, where MAXLT is the825

maximum expected lifetime of a node, and the ETXTh and ERLTTh are the threshold values826

to increase stability. The results provided by the study’s evaluations showed that the PDR827

was similar to MRHOF, while the network lifetime and energy balance was improved at the828

expense of stability. Moreover, the evaluations were conducted using a simulator with a low829

number of nodes (18).830

ERLT =
ResidualEnergy

DrainRate
(15)

SEEOF =
linkETX

ETXTh

+
MAXLT − ERLT

ERLTTh
(16)

In [81], the authors proposed a dynamic and distributed load-balancing scheme that was831

inspired by water flow behavior, called MLEq (Multi-gateway Load Balancing Scheme for832

Equilibrium). The MLEq scheme was proposed for networks with multiple DODAGs and833

applies load balancing so as to lower message traffic congestion. In implementing MLEq,834

a virtual level (VL) metric similar to the rank parameter of a DODAG, in the sense of its835

calculation, is used. With a high VL value indicating a high traffic level, the intersection of836

overloaded DODAGs should then be moved to areas with less traffic.837

VL is transmitted using VIO (VL Information Object) messages, which are multicast838

to all neighbors. A node’s VL is set by selecting the VIO with the shortest hop distance839

among the VIO messages it receives. This operation is repeated until all nodes in a DODAG840

have updated their VLs. The proposed scheme monitors the VL values of DODAGs, and841

shifts the topology such that that shared nodes between the DODAGs are changed to better842

accommodate load balancing. The main drawback of this work was seen to be increased843

energy consumption and new routing control messages, with modifications introduced to the844

standard RPL.845

In [82], a braided [83] multipath extension to the standard RPL was proposed named846

as the Heuristic Load Distribution Algorithm (HeLD), which was aimed at improving load847

balancing and maximizing throughput. Two main contributions were specified in the study:848

a multipath routing mechanism, which forces nodes to use multiple parents at the same849

time, and balancing energy consumption between nodes that have the same hop count from850

the sink in a network, which is named as tangential load balancing.851

The multipath mechanism constructs a DODAG by comparing hop count and route cost852

R(j), as shown in Equation 17. the route cost between node i to the sink going through853

the parent j is calculated using rank and cost of the link. Additionally, a weight value of854

parent j’s share of node i’s traffic rate is calculated using Equation 18, where the P(i) value855

is the parent set of node i. The tangential load balancing consists of three steps. First, the856

traffic rate of the parents is estimated by calculating the average number of received packets857

of each candidate parent within a given time, and second, the calculated traffic rates are858

compared.859
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As a third step, the traffic shares of the parents are changed gradually in order to860

equalize and provide balance in the network load. The experimental results showed that861

HeLD provided a 23% increase in network lifetime and a 28% increase in throughput, when862

compared to the standard RPL. However, it was pointed out that HeLD may not provide863

the same results for a heterogeneous topology, which is very common in real-life situations.864

Cij = R(j) + cij (17)

wj(i) = 1 − Cij∑
j∈P (i)Cij

(18)

In [84], an extension to RPL, called IPRL (Improved RPL), was proposed. The IRPL865

extension utilizes the lifecycle index (LCI) as the objective function for path selection. The866

LCI metric represents the overall completion cost of a packet transmission of a sender node867

as a function of its data throughput, the average number of forwards, the ratio of time used868

for the transmission, and the energy delivery rate, which is time multiplied by the energy869

consumption of the node. A multipath scheme is implemented to ensure that bottlenecks are870

avoided and load balancing is thereby maintained. The scheme showed better performance871

in terms of network load, end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, optimal parent node change872

frequency, energy consumption, and network lifetime.873

A tabulated version of the works covered in this subsection is presented in Table 3.874

Compared to the previous subsection, the works reviewed here exhibit more novel methods875

in their aim to improve load balancing in RPL. Moreover, some of the works are extensions876

or enhancements of previous works. It can also be said that the improvements reported in877

the works covered in this subsection are more significant than those previously introduced.878

In terms of the approach, testing, and results, [49] and [84] are seen to stand out, while [73]879

is considered novel in the way that it utilizes the MAC layer.880

Similar to the studies based on standard metrics, the proposed approaches were mostly881

tested on networks with only a low number of nodes, whilst some could be said to be very882

much application-specific, such as for smart grids or home automation [76], or suited only883

to limited types of topology (homogeneous) or traffic patterns (i.e., no variance in traffic).884

Additionally, except for [78], mobility was not the primary focus of the works covered in this885

subsection.886

887
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Table 3: General information about the evaluated works that
are based on custom metrics

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

Neighbor-
hood

Metrics [70]

• Introduces neighbor-
hood metrics

• Parent Selection

• ETX
(L+A)

•
Neighborhood
Metric*
(A)

Enhances
parent selection

Reduced
performance in
networks with
higher number

of nodes,
Requires high

processing
power, lacks

reliability
metrics

Real - 49 & 298

Load
Distribution,
Number of

Sent Packets

RPL-based
Multipath
Routing

[71]

• An expected lifetime
metric is proposed

• Parent Selection

• Residual
Energy
(L+A)

• Hop Count
(A)

Removes
energy

bottlenecks

Disregards and
decreases
stability

OMNET++ -
12

Message
Overhead,

Delay, Residual
Energy

Stability
Metric

Based RPL
[49]

• Uses a new metric
named stability index

• Parent Selection

• Number
of Control
Messages*
(L+A)

Improves PDR,
Reduces
overhead

Not tested in
real testbeds

ns-2 - 1024
Message

Overhead,
PDR, Latency

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 3 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

QU-RPL
[50]

• Queue utilization met-
ric enhances preferred
parent selection

• Parent Selection

• Hop Count
(A)

• ETX (L)

Reduces packet
losses and

improves PDR

Performance in
uncongested
networks is

unclear

Real - 30
Average Parent
Changes, PDR

RDC [72]

• An estimated energy
consumption metric is
introduced

• Parent Selection

• Energy Es-
timation*
(L)

Improves
energy

distribution
and reliability

Limited
improvement in

energy
consumption

COOJA - 25
PDR, Residual

Energy

MAC-
Aware

Routing
Metrics [73]

• Two new metrics are
introduced; where R-
Metric represents re-
liability and Q-metric
represents optimal traf-
fic

• Parent Selection

• R-Metric*
(A)

• Q-Metric*
(A)

Increased
reliability and

decreased
energy

consumption

No testbed
evaluation,

evaluated with
low number of

nodes

TOSSIM - 7-18

Number of
Parent

Changes,
Energy

Consumption,
PDR

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 3 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

LB-OF [75]

• Solves bottlenecks by
distributing child nodes
in the network

• Parent Selection

• Child Node
Count* (L)

Increased
lifetime of the

network

Lack of
comparison to
other methods

COOJA - 17-50
PDR, Energy
Consumption

OFQS
[76][77]

• Creates a custom
QoS metric aimed at
minimizing energy
consumption while
balancing the load

• Parent Selection

• ETX (L)

• Delay (L)

• Residual
Energy (L)

Increased
lifetime of the
network and

PDR

Reduced
stability

COOJA - 35
[76] - 67 [77]

Residual
Energy, Delay

BRPL [78]

• Allows the combination
of backpressure routing
with any RPL OF

• Parent Selection

• Link
Weight*
(A)

Increased
throughput

and
adaptability

Lack of
reliability

metrics in the
implementation

Real &
COOJA - 100

& 100

Packet Loss
Ratio, Delay

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 3 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

SEEOF
[80]

• Uses novel metrics to
estimate energy drain

• Parent Selection

• ETX (L)

• Residual
Energy (L)

Increased
lifetime of the
network and

load balancing

Reduced
stability,

Evaluated with
low number of

nodes

COOJA - 18

Network
Lifetime,
Energy

Consumption

MLEq [81]

• A decentralized load
balancing scheme,
based on water flow, is
proposed to lower mes-
sage traffic congestion

• Multipath Routing

• Virtual
Level*
(L+A)

Increased
network

capacity and
overhead

Increased
energy

consumption
ns-2 - 100

PDR, Load
Homogeneity

Heuristic
Load Dis-
tribution

Algorithm
[82]

• Utilizes multipath
DODAGs

• Multipath Routing

• Hop Count
(A)

• Route
Cost* (A)

Increased
throughput

No real testbed
experiments

Simulator not
specified -

50-100

Network
Lifetime,

Throughput

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 3 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

Energy
Balancing

RPL
Protocol

[84]

• An objective function
named Life Cycle In-
dex is introduced to im-
prove path selection

• Multipath Routing

• Life Cycle
Index* (L)

Increased
performance in
PDR, reduced
delay, parent

change, energy
consumption

Lack of
comparison to
other methods

Real - 100

PDR, Delay,
Residual
Energy,

Number of
Parent

Changes
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6.4. Related Studies Utilizing Heuristic Approaches888

The remainder of the works reviewed in this survey are grouped within this subsection.889

In these works, several different techniques have been employed aimed at improving load890

balancing in RPL. While some focused on changing the timing of messages, others came891

up with novel methods such as probabilistic approaches, changing the topology, utilizing892

multipath routing, and artificial intelligence (AI)-based approaches.893

In [85], the New-Trickle algorithm, an improvement over RPL’s standard Trickle algo-894

rithm was introduced specifically to address the short-listen problem, which occurs due to895

non-synchronized Trickle intervals between neighbors in a DODAG. These intervals drasti-896

cally impact upon the Trickle’s suppression mechanism, which in turn reduces scalability.897

The New-Trickle algorithm optimizes the Trickle algorithm by modifying the second step of898

the original Trickle algorithm, which resets the timer and chooses a random value for the899

countdown. As asynchronous intervals are the cause of the short-listen problem, reducing900

them helps to decrease the propagation time of Trickle with no significant cost. Moreover,901

the new-Trickle algorithm is claimed to provide faster updates, yielding a propagation time902

more than 10 times faster than Trickle. The authors claimed that New Trickle is also an903

improvement over RPL’s Trickle algorithm in terms of load balancing. The small listening904

periods of the original Trickle algorithm were considered prone to load imbalance, whilst the905

New-Trickle algorithm affords competing nodes an equal or similar chance to transmit their906

updates, which thereby helps to alleviate bottlenecks in the network.907

In [86], the authors proposed a scheme named ORPL-LB (Load-Balanced Data Collec-908

tion through Opportunistic Routing). Opportunistic routing (OR) is a method similar to909

multipath routing schemes, but which differs from traditional methods in its selection of the910

next hop. In traditional routing, the route is determined prior to a packet being transmit-911

ted, whereas in OR, the next hop is selected during transmission based on the availability912

of the next node in the route. In this way, traffic and congestion can largely be avoided.913

The ORPL-LB scheme improves upon OR with an additional concern for load balancing,914

which is made possible by implementing a sleep/wake-up cycle for the nodes. The nodes915

experiencing high traffic or low energy tend to sleep more, and when a packet tries to deter-916

mine its next hop, the sleeping nodes are excluded from the potential next hops. From the917

simulation results, it could be seen that ORPL-LB significantly reduces (by approximately918

40%) the worst node’s duty cycle, with little or no impact on either the packet delivery ratio919

or latency.920

In [87], a dynamic parent selection scheme for RPL was proposed. The scheme, named921

Energy-Aware and Load Balanced Parent Selection, focuses on load balancing improvement922

and energy consumption. The authors aimed to distribute traffic in an even manner using a923

modified cluster-tree MAC, which is the topology of the IEEE 802.15.4 [19] standard. The924

cluster-tree MAC approach is both compatible with RPL and also permits the selection of925

multiple parents. For each packet, the preferred parent is selected based on a composite926

metric incorporating residual energy and recent load on paths to the sink. While the work927

also utilizes routing metrics, its cluster-tree MAC distribution scheme is novel, and thus can928

be considered apart from the metric-based works. As can be observed from the experimental929

results, the mechanism extends network lifetime and improves network performance in terms930
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of end-to end delay and packet delivery ratio.931

In [88], a scheme-titled Minimum Degree RPL (MD-RPL) was introduced. As its name932

suggests, minimum-degree spanning trees [89] are utilized in order to provide load balancing933

for RPL. Minimum-degree spanning trees algorithm aims to reduce the degree (height) of a934

tree. In this way, the network would be wider instead of taller, and there should be fewer935

cases of congestion. The algorithm is divided into four phases. First, the maximum degree of936

the tree is determined; whilst in the second phase, the node with the highest degree searches937

for an alternative edge with a lower degree to connect to. The third phase is optional and is938

utilized if more than one alternative edge is found. This phase maintains the efficiency of the939

algorithm by limiting the connection changes, similar to the parent-changing thresholds seen940

in some other works. The final phase handles the actual swap of the nodes so as to reduce941

the degree. The experimental results showed up to 15.6% reduction in energy consumption,942

which implies an improvement in the lifetime of the network.943

The following works are characterized by their utilization of predictive methods to im-944

prove load balancing in RPL.945

In [90], the authors proposed a hybrid extension to [55], in which multiple mobile sinks are946

deployed and moved to nodes with high residual energy so as to prevent node depletion. The947

method combines the metric-based approach of [55] with a predictive model that attempts948

to calculate the future destination of the mobile sink. The main motivation behind this949

approach is the unpredictable nature of mobile sinks, which can easily change their position950

or go online or offline. The predictive model developed by the authors was named as on-951

demand sink discovery. Rather than propagating the discovery messages through the whole952

network topology, nodes try to discover a sink within its vicinity. How far the discovery will953

go is determined by the ω value. In the case of multiple sink discoveries, the sink with the954

shortest distance is selected. While the work claimed improvements in load balancing and955

a decrease in retransmissions, no results were presented by the authors of any meaningful956

comparison. Moreover, the predictive method itself was not specified in detail.957

In [39], the authors proposed LB-RPL (Load Balanced Routing for RPL), which aims to958

mitigate the load imbalance problem in a decentralized, non-intrusive, and reliable way. In959

order to achieve this, the authors devised an analytical model which quantifies the effect of960

limited resources and the general reliability of the LLNs. The analytical model suggests that961

packet sources (number of nodes that send packets) are critical to the general packet delivery962

rate. Additionally, the packet drop probability is another important metric that should be963

considered. Based on this model, a two-pronged approach for LB-RPL was proposed. The964

first goal is to detect workload imbalance, whilst the second is to achieve load-balanced data965

forwarding. For the first goal, a buffer utilization counter is used to count the average number966

of packets in a node’s buffer over a certain period. Using this counter, the transmission of967

the DIO messages can be put on hold, which would result in improved load balancing in968

congested nodes. The second goal requires the calculation of the probability of a node to969

forward a data packet to a particular parent node. The calculation itself is presented as970

shown in Equation 19, where i and j denote the node and its parent, while k is the number971

of potential parent nodes. The fij value is used to find whether or not a possible parent is972

congested. A parent with a higher probability to forward a packet is considered as being973
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the more suitable. The simulation results showed that LB-RPL is successful at spreading974

out the workload among the nodes in the network. Additionally, it results in a decrease in975

both packet loss and delay.976

fij =
(1 − pcij)∑k
j=1(1 − pcij)

(19)

There are only a few AI-based approaches in the literature that target the load-balancing977

problem. In [91], the authors proposed a scheme named LBO-QL (Load Balanced Opti-978

mization based on Q Learning). LBO-QL utilizes Q-Learning in order to achieve the goal of979

preserving child node number in a network, which would result in a more balanced network.980

In Q-Learning, the node only needs to know the immediate candidate parent nodes, which981

can greatly reduce traffic overhead. A reward table was created to integrate Q-Learning with982

RPL DODAG construction, which maintains the relations between neighbors. According983

to the study’s experimental results, convergence time and PDR showed improvements com-984

pared to the baseline RPL. The energy consumption levels were shown to be similar, and a985

reduction in control messages was observed. LBO-QL is the only work that utilizes machine986

learning to improve load balancing in RPL, hence it is presented within this subsection.987

The shortcoming of this work, however, was the use of only a low number of nodes in the988

evaluations. Moreover, the always-on nature of Q-Learning, and its reliance on a network989

hub for its calculations, somewhat limits its scalability.990

In [92], a new energy-aware routing protocol named FLEA-RPL (Fuzzy Logic-based991

Energy-Aware RPL) is proposed. FLEA-RPL uses fuzzy logic techniques to create a load-992

balanced network with better distributed load and residual energy among the nodes. While993

fuzzy logic is a popular concept in RPL improvements [93][94][95], a fuzzy logic-based work994

that focuses on load balancing is considered to be novel. Three routing metrics are selected995

in the implementation of FLEA-RPL: Load, Residual Energy, and ETX. In the fuzzification996

process, three linguistic variables are set for these metrics. For example, the load metric has997

light, normal, and heavy load values as its linguistic variables.998

A rule base consisting of 27 rules (with different metric states) was implemented to create999

the output named ”Quality,” which has a value between 0 and 100. After the fuzzification1000

and the defuzzification stage, the quality variable is obtained for the parent selection process.1001

Based on the results, it can be said that FLEA-RPL improved the network lifetime and1002

packet delivery ratio. Moreover, it exhibited a better distribution of residual energy, which1003

would indicate better overall load balancing. In the future, the authors aimed to address1004

lowered route stability and lack of mobility support.1005

The studies covered in this section are outlined in Table 4. The studies propose differ-1006

ent techniques ranging from using cluster-tree based topologies [87] to predictive [90] and1007

machine learning methods [91] in order to provide load balancing. The advantages that1008

are documented in these studies are generally increased throughput and PDR along with1009

improved load balancing. Similar to metric-based studies, most works are tested on network1010

simulations with a low number of nodes and most exhibit high overhead in their methods.1011

1012
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Table 4: General information about the evaluated works that
are based on heuristic methods

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

New-
Trickle

Algorithm
[85]

• An optimization of the
trickle algorithm is pro-
posed

-

Faster
propagation

times without
the

accompanying
overhead is
observed

May not work
as effectively in

all scenarios

Simulator not
specified - 400

PDR

ORPL-LB
[86]

• Proposes a scheme
named opportunistic
routing, which decides
where to go on-the-fly

-

Worst node
duty cycle is

reduced
significantly

without
impacting PDR

or latency

Lack of
comparison to
other methods

Real - 93
Wake-up

Interval, Radio
Duty Cycle

Load
Balanced
Parent

Selection in
RPL [87]

• A cluster-tree MAC is
utilized with composite
metrics

• Parent Selection

• Residual
Energy (L)

• Load* (L)

Improved
network

lifetime and
PDR

High message
overhead

WSNet - 144
Network
Lifetime,

Delay, PDR

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

MD-RPL
[88]

• Overloaded nodes are
identified and read-
justed using minimum-
degree spanning tree

-
Reduced power
consumption

High message
overhead,

evaluated with
low number of

nodes

COOJA - 20-45
Energy

Consumption

A Hybrid
Routing
Protocol
for WSNs

[90]

• Utilizes multiple sinks
which are deployed pre-
dictively to high energy
nodes

• Residual
Energy (L)

Prevents node
depletion

No evaluation
present and no

results are
produced

Simulator not
specified - Not

specified
Not specified

LB-RPL
[39]

• DIO messages are
timed to the workload
of the network

-
Better network

workload
spread

Lack of
reliability

metrics in the
implementation

ns-2 - 1000 Delay, PDR

LBO-QL
[91]

• Q-Learning is utilized
to preserve the number
of child nodes in a net-
work

-
Increased
stability

Evaluated with
low number of
nodes, no real

testbed
experiments

COOJA - 14
Energy

Consumption,
PDR

L and A denotes if the metrics used in the work are utilized lexically or additively. * denotes a metric not specified in RFC 6551 – Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page

Name Main Method
Metrics &
Usage

Advantages Shortcomings
Real /

Simulator &
# of Nodes

Evaluation
Metrics

FLEA-RPL
[92]

• Utilizes fuzzy logic to
create a quality score
using routing metrics

• Parent Selection

• Load* (L)

• Residual
Energy (L)

• ETX (L)

Better network
lifetime and

PDR

Lowered
stability, no
real testbed
experiments

COOJA - 100

Residual
Energy,

Number of
Parent

Changes, Delay
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Figure 6: Distribution of simulators used in the reviewed works

6.5. General Discussion of Related Studies1013

To summarize, the studies in the literature failed to fully overcome the load-balancing1014

problem and limitations of RPL. The concept of load balancing itself, and its context within1015

the reviewed works, is also ambiguous in some instances. For example, while some works1016

specify that a general similarity among the remaining energy levels of a network’s nodes1017

indicates a balanced load (network lifetime is another evaluation metric that is generally1018

interpreted as an indicator of a balanced load), other works do not specify what constitutes1019

a balanced load. Moreover, most of the improvements are only limited in scope and scale,1020

disregard RPL’s other limitations, and have not been thoroughly evaluated. The most1021

common shortcomings are explained in more detail as follows.1022

Limited Evaluations : Not many of the mentioned works were evaluated within a1023

real environment, with network simulators having been used instead. The distribution of1024

simulators used in the reviewed studies is illustrated as shown in Figure 6. As can be1025

seen, COOJA stands out as the most popular among the simulators. The main reason for1026

its popularity is that ContikiOS, in which COOJA operates, is an open-source operating1027

system focused on IoT devices in general. Whilst this makes COOJA both accessible and1028

easy to use, there are also certain performance constraints, such as low performance or1029

crashes when simulating an environment with a high number of nodes.1030

While it is useful for proof-of-concept studies, evaluations based on simulations might not1031

fully reflect all aspects of real scenarios. Almost 30% of the works reviewed evaluated their1032

approaches on real testbeds, and the number of nodes used in these testbeds was less than1033

50, as in home automation systems. Even evaluations using simulators have been conducted1034

with a low node numbers. Additionally, a standard testbed for evaluation is needed in order1035

to more accurately compare each study’s performance.1036
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While the RPL standard intends to run on LLNs that consist of between a few dozen to1037

thousands of sensor nodes [33] in real-life situations, some of the works [58][59][65][96] used1038

small networks (consisting of less than 50 nodes). The low number of nodes in the evaluated1039

networks cannot be considered adequate, since it is suggested that at least 25 nodes are used1040

in order to see the multihop characteristics of RPL [8]. Furthermore, the scalability of the1041

proposed approaches are mostly not even discussed.1042

Lack of Reliability : While some [64][70][76] of the works propose load-balancing en-1043

hancements by distributing the energy load among the nodes, they do not elaborate about1044

their results, not in the context of network reliability, which is an important criterion for1045

performance. It can be said, therefore, that most of the reviewed works were only concerned1046

with energy, and its subsequent effects on routing. Metrics such as PDR and throughput1047

can be used to measure a network’s reliability, and also to make routing decisions. Lack1048

of reliability may cause fast depletion of energy and high overhead. Lack of reliability is1049

also closely linked with stability. Utilizing multi-objective optimization techniques to find1050

a trade-off between reliability and a balanced network could be a future research direction1051

worthy of exploration.1052

Lack of Standardization in Performance Metrics : Among the reviewed works,1053

the determination of a load-balanced network was not standardized. The works employed1054

several performance metrics in order to evaluate their proposed methods or schemes, and a1055

standard set of evaluation metrics would be needed so as to efficiently and effectively evaluate1056

and compare the works. Most of the works used network lifetime, remaining energy, and1057

PDR to evaluate their methods, while the more sophisticated and accurate metrics such as1058

load distribution and load homogeneity were not commonly applied.1059

High Risk of Fragmentation : Some [52][56][58][61][66] of the proposed works used1060

several metrics in their implementations, and/or they attempted to collect large amounts of1061

data from the nodes, which led to DIO messages containing large volumes of information with1062

correspondingly large sizes. As these messages would inevitably be subdivided into smaller1063

parts and then transmitted independently, the loss of a packet would lead to retransmissions1064

which would further increase the traffic, and thereby lead to reduced overall performance.1065

Selection of Low-Quality Paths : As mentioned in the previous sections, a path’s cost1066

of routing is computed by combining the costs of its constituent links in some manner through1067

the combination and utilization of varying metrics. If these metrics are not thoroughly1068

considered (such as using only hop count or delay), a path that may seem a better choice1069

may in fact present a lesser performance (in terms of energy consumption or delay) when1070

compared to a path with a higher number of hops. Moreover, some of the works [50][56][85]1071

that only considered the immediate nodes when determining routes tended to lack awareness1072

about the network as a whole. For example, in [50], this led to decreased performance in1073

uncongested networks, because the method only aimed for congestion avoidance within its1074

vicinity.1075

Lack of Utilization of Multiple Instances: While multiple instances are defined1076

as one of the RPL’s key features, none of the works used them to improve RPL through1077

cost reduction, energy consumption, or complexity. Utilizing multiple instances also has1078

the advantage of using multiple metrics with different objectives, which could be suited to1079
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different types of routing for different purposes, such as for routing different message types1080

or those with different priorities. In this way, there would be less of a need to create an1081

all-rounder routing scheme which would be more computationally complex or require higher1082

resources.1083

Difficulty of Understanding the Complex Environment : All of the metric-based1084

studies evaluated in this study employed manmade metrics. However, LLNs are complex1085

environments due to their special characteristics, such as having low-power nodes and lossy1086

links. Moreover, different trade-offs should be considered whilst designing a routing pro-1087

tocol for this complex environment such as reliability and/or stability. Humans are not1088

particularly adept at selecting good choices when complex trade-offs have to be considered.1089

It could be even harder to perceive the environment when mobility is present. Artificial1090

intelligence-based techniques could be better suited to such complex and/or dynamic prob-1091

lems. However, only a few approaches [91][92] investigated the use of AI-based techniques1092

for the improvement of load balancing. Moreover, only one study [55] took mobility into1093

account. Therefore, much greater research is needed in this area; for example, researchers1094

could investigate the automated generation of new metrics, or defining dynamic thresholds1095

that need to be adapted according to mobility or traffic patterns, etc.1096

7. Conclusion1097

In this survey, the problem of load balancing in RPL was identified, with works subse-1098

quently evaluated that aimed to improve RPL. The examined works were categorized under1099

three groups: first, papers that used metrics defined in the RPL standard; second, the use of1100

custom-defined metrics; and third, heuristic methods not based on metrics such as machine1101

learning techniques.1102

The evaluation provided insights about how each of these works aimed to improve load1103

balancing in RPL, and the trade-offs involved in achieving such improvements. It was1104

observed that most of the works focused on energy-consumption metrics. As the energy1105

constraints of IoT devices are known to be very stringent, the focus appears to have been1106

predominantly on energy consumption. It should be noted, however, that improving energy1107

consumption may also result in increased latency or low PDR.1108

One of the dangers of collecting additional information to propose more advanced load-1109

balancing techniques is the risk of fragmentation due to large message sizes. Fragmentation1110

results in an increased number of packets, which thereby diminishes gains made in load1111

balancing and which could also be possible through the use of more information.1112

Most of the works performed experiments via simulations, and usually on a small number1113

of nodes. Although that approach may be sufficient for a home IoT scenario, LLNs are1114

considered to mostly consist of thousands of nodes; hence, the scalability of RPL should be1115

investigated more thoroughly. Lastly, metrics require standardization in order to be able to1116

accurately evaluate a load-balanced network, and also to make effective comparisons.1117

In addition to these issues, mobility and multiple instances of RPL were overlooked in1118

most of the studies evaluated in this survey. Although most IoT networks were found to be1119

static, it is indeed possible that there are also IoT networks with limited mobility. Besides,1120
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multiple instances are supported in the RPL standard, but there has been almost no work1121

found that considers routing in the case of multiple instances.1122

The evaluation also led to the conclusion that there has been no perfect solution found to1123

improve load balancing in RPL, yet. Further customization and tweaking of routing metrics1124

and objective functions would likely only lead to small gains, which are then associated with1125

other drawbacks. Thus, there is a need for novel techniques to further the effort in this1126

area. Techniques such as the utilization of multiple instances, using AI-based approaches1127

for automatic metric generation, and threshold determination have yet to be fully explored,1128

but certainly show considerable promise.1129
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